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Not Hypnotism, but Suggestion.

Monthly; $1 a year. Henry Harri
By Henry Harrison Brown, 60 pp.,
son Brown, Editor. Devoted to the 3d edition, paper, 25c. In this book,
education of man in the use of his the important Law of Suggestion is
Spiritual Faculties, the unfoldment of further evolved and the phenomena of
Psychic Power, and the development Hypnotism explained.
of Self-Control. It is a monthly mes
Grant Wallace, who is writing most valuable
senger with Spiritual Food.
editorials for the Bulletin of this city, has twice
referred to it as a very valuable little book, rec
ommending it as a text-book on Suggestion.

New Thought Primer.
Origin, History and Principles of the Move
ment, by Henry Harrison Brown. 64 pp. (Pa
per covers.) Typographically beautiful, on ex
cellent book paper. Price, 25c. This book was
written in answer to the ever recurring ques
tions as to what is New Thought? Where did
it come from? For what does it stand?

Howto Control Fate through Suggestion

By Henry Harrison Brown, 62 pp.,
3d edition, paper, 25c. In Part I., it
deals with the Science and Philosophy
of Life; in Part II., the Place and
Power of Suggestion.
Ella Wheeler Wilcox in the Hearst newspapers
says: “It is worth many dollars to any one
who will live its philosophy.”
J. Stitt Wilson says: “Your books are unique
and to the point. They have the breath of life
in them. I will bring them to the notice of my
classes.”
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Man’s Greatest Discovery.

By Henry Harrison Brown, 60 pp.,
3d edition, paper, 25c. Six Soul Cul
ture Essays on THOUGHT AS POW
ER, Thought-Transference and Telep
athy. A thought provoking book.
Dr. Alex. J. Mclvor-Tyndall, who is without
a doubt the greatest demonstrator of thought
reading, says: “I would like to commend it to
every person who can read. It is simple, con
cise, convincing. No one, perhaps, knows bet
ter than I that what yon state in its pages is,
as you say’ ‘man’s greatest discovery.’ There
is no doubt that Thought is Force capable ot
accomplishing what we will.”

Dollars Want Me!
The New Road to Opulence, by Henry Harrison
Brown, 24 pp., 10c. It explains just what men
tal attitude to hold that will draw the Dollar.
It will enable you to rise above the drudgery ot
enforced labor. A powerful booklet.
O Hashnu Hara, editor Wing« of Truth, London,
Eng., writes: “This new law has given me strength
ana power such as few could easily realise.”
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THE GREAT MAN DOES NOT LOSE HIS CHILD HEART.—Mencius.
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FROM ALL LIFE’S GRAPES I PRESS SWEET WINE.—Henry Harrison Brown.
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Art of Eating. > J* >

“Be still and know that I am God J ”
But never as a servant bow.
Either as freemen walk abroad,
Or child at mother’s knee be thou.

“ Art is the work of the whole spirit of man.”
—Ruskin.
“ Love what you eat and eat what you love.”
—Editorial in September NOW.

Be still and know I Knowledge is Power!
I am thy source, for I am all;
I give myself with every hour—
Respond, in Truth, to every call.

The NOW editorials upon the
food question are accomplishing that
whereunto they were sent. They are
creating discussion. No New Thought
critic has attempted to contradict
or refute my fundamental Principle.
They strike at details. That will
never settle the question. Almost
every writer upon diet has a different
theory to advance, based upon suc
cessful experiments. That so many
different and opposing methods all
yield health leads to the reasonable
conclusion that all are right. Any
method one has found beneficial is
right. He who tries to solve this
question by his own one method will
fail. Ethics are not taught by the ten
commandments. All attempts based
upon laws and rules are failures. No
one ever became moral by rule; neith
er can one so become healthy. It is not
What to eat, but, What to think
about food and to think while eating,
that is of importance. I fearlessly
stand upon this principle: Thoughtis
force and is creative. Under this
thought I find food subject to the
Mind of man, and not man subject to
his body or his food.
Some of my critics quote me as say
ing: “It makes no difference what a
man eats.” I said: “It makes no
more difference to man what the kind
ol food is than it makes to plant what
the soil is, but to the unthinking man
just as much.” Food bears the same
relation to human that it bears to the
plant and the jelly fish. Each of these
is selective in its food; it takes that

Be Still 1 Know thus that I am God.
Of everything I am the Soul.
Why study daisy on the sod ?
Knowing me, thou know’st the whole.
Be still and ye shall know, for I
In Silence dwell! Thou canst not hear
Amid earth’s noise that inner cry
Proclaiming, “ I am ever near I ”
Be Still! And hear that Inner Voice—
It tells of me. Seek that retreat
Beyond all thought I Would’st thou rejoice
Seek it in Love, for there we meet.
Be still and know I AM! No doubt
Can dwell in Souls at-one with me.
1AM! Know me I There’s naught without.
My Truth and Love hath made you free.
Be still, and ye shall know I am!
Because I am, know that you are.
The Father and the Child are one,
As Light is one with parent Star.
Be Still! And fee! that 1 am God.
I dwell within—Thy Soul my Throne!
My scepter, Love—and Truth my rod,
And Power to wield them is thine own.
Be Still I And Love and Truth shall flow
From Wisdom’s fount within your Soul.
And this, my child, thou soon shall know—
In giving Life, I give my whole.
Topeka, Kan., 1895. Henry Harrison Brown.

“I will make me a city of gliding and wide
wayed silence,
With a highway of glass and of gold,
With life of a colored peace and a lucid leisure
Of smooth, electrical ease,
Of sweet excursion of noiseless and brilliant
travel,
With room in your streets for the soul. ”
—Stephen Phillips.

SOUL INHERITS ALL THAT SOUL CAN DARE.—Emerson.
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LIBERTY OF DOING EVIL
GAVE DOING GOOD A GRACE.-Browmng.
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which it wishes and leaves the rest. good for him? It is the same Some
Plants know what they want, and thing, that decides in plant and fish.
take it. Growing side by side, each In regard to my position that if food
manufactures out of the same soil the has the power assigned to it a scienti
color, flavor and fiber it desires. The fic choice of food should develop from
polyp and jelly fish retain that food the body anything desired, I find
they desire and throwaway anything again the error of reasoning from
that they do not like. The One Mind mechanics, saying; “He might as well
—the Over-Soul—is in them, and it is assert that a scientific choice of in
in man. Has it, in man, less power of struments would develop an expert
knowing its needs, and less power of dentist from a green student.”! Food
selection? As well might a commis is not an instrument to use outside
sion sit and decide what the vine or the body on something else. Food is
oak, the clam or lobster, should eat, something which the Ego uses witbin
as a Health Board decide upon human the body for the purpose of its own
food. We go to the plants and ani manifestation. There is no analogy
mals, and ask them what they wish, between tools and machines, and the
and then supply them with the food Mind that makes body first and then
they require. I can buy “Plant-food” the tools through the body. Mind,
at the florist’s. It is that which the the Soul, the Ego, concerns us. The
plant wants—wills to have. So ani only question is: Can we trust the
mals will to have certain food and Ego, the Soul of Man, to select its
seek it. When they cannot have this, own food or shall we trust some other
they try something else. If they can Ego to select for us ?
adapt their organisms to this new Since body is the organism of the Soul
food, they live; if they cannot they and under present unfoldment food is
die. That certain foods are better for a necessity, it is a fundamental ques
some persons, that certain foods are tion: What shall my food be ? There
under present conditions found to be will be no permanent health to any person
more wholesome, has no bearing on as long as be questions the healthfulness
the questisn under discussion, for the of his food. One should never eat for
Law of Adaptation has made this health. To eat for health is to create
condition, and the same Law can disease. Food eaten because it is
make other foods equally wholesome. thought wholesome becomes ultimate
My critics so often forget, that to ly a disease creator, through the
reason from machine to man, is as thoughts it carries.
illogical as it would be to reason from There is but one reason for eating,
rock to plant. What the plant likes —Desire; but one kind of food that
the rock should, if my critics’ logic is will satisfy desire,—that which tastes
right, also like. Says one: “As the good! Until desire is so satisfied there
good workman depends to a great is no health. Food is that thing
extent upon the excellence of his tools, which the appetite calls for. Any
so the healthy body depends upon other thing has for the body only ill
foods adapted to its needs.” Body is effects.
a living organism; it uses no tools, it We need to come to a harmonious
is not built. It is wise to remember way of living, a Divine way of eating.
Topsy’sanswer: “Ijustgrowed!” Neg We need to simplify our lives. One
lect to recognize this difference be way only will bring harmonious con
tween organic and inorganic mani ditions, this is through change of de
festations of the One, causes false sire. Not to eat that which one
reasoning. My critic concedes all I desires, awakens a disastrous war
claim, when he says; “No people need within the organism. Society is a
the same kind of food!” What is it slave to fashion, fear, custom, habit.
in each that decides what food is Desire is not given liberty to guide exWE FORM IDEALS AND THEY REACT AND FORM US.—Joseph LeContb.
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GOD IS ALL PRESENT.
HE SEES PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE AS ONE.—Tennyson.
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pression. Body is cared for from
without. Reason, rule, fear, doctrines J
AFFIRMATIONS.
S
and reformers are given power over *
*
the Soul, and this necessarily results
affirmation bears the same relation to Soul Cul
in disease, which is but a protest [An
ture that an axiom bears to mathematics. It is to
against interference. Were it possible be
taken as Truth, not reasoned upon, but accepted.
held.it will mould the expression of life into its
to bring the race to live entirely by Thus
own likeness. The “1” is the ego of the person who
As one says, “I am happy,’* when all goes
external regulations it would perish affirms.
well with him, he is to learn to say, "I am happy,”
in the struggle.
when all seems ill to him. He will thus, by Auto-sug
produce in himself that mental state whichis
Organisms must be stimulated from gestion,
happiness. These Affirmations are given every month
as spiritual gymnastics by which one may grow in
within. The Human organism can to
self-control. When they are repeated, or held in
mind, other and Injurious thoughts cannot come in.
become a more perfect expression of Thus
byoouschxa choice one becomes Master of Fate.]
interior intelligence, only by trusting
that Intelligence. This tendency to Unfoldment. J* >
rely upon externals is race suicide. Step by step since time began,
Self reliance alone is creative. The I see the steady gain of man.— Whittier.
only position to take on the food
question is that taken in regard to Life is Infinite!
manhood;—Trust yourself. Here, as All its manifestations are progressive.
in all our‘life manifestations, we are The Law of Life is Unfoldment.
to follow Emerson’s advice: “Trust All intelligence centers in the Soul of
the current that knows its way.” Man.
That current centers in, and flows in As a manifestation of God, I am Infi
to expression through, the Soul. We nite in possibilities.
are to as consciously trust it as the All the possibilities of the Soul are
polyp does unconsciously; then it will manifesting as fast as is necessary for
care for us as it does for him. “He the good of the conscious man.
leadeth me” in selection of my food, I am a Soul. I am incarnate that I
as he does in the theologian’s sphere may unfold that which I am.
of thought. He is beyond chemists Every experience is a manifestation of
and doctors. Here I repeat the Law: a greater expression of the power I am.
Eat when hungry; Eat what you love; I unfold through every experience.
That unfoldment draws to me other
Eat with love.
opportunities. They can only come
Make eating an Art. Love distin as I am ready.
guishes the artist from the artisan. My necessity creats opportunities for
The artist works from love; the art expression. I draw that which I
isan for pay. Love life. Love that need.
which maintains the body. Love the
act which maintains it. Love fulfills I create this need by both what I do
and by what I neglect to do.
the Law of food.
Jesus told me that sins of omission
are equal in my unfoldment to those
. Our “New Thought Primer” is the of commission.
book most needed by all. How many I take what comes because I draw it.
copies will you distribute among the Whatever comes is mine.
hungry for Truth? Remember that I rejoice that what is mine comes to
this book is 64 pp. It would be cheap me.
I rejoice in appropriating that which
at $1.00. Our price is 25c.
comes to me as mine.
Every experience I need that I may
Better to eat placidly with a knife than to express the intelligence I am, comes to
struggle horribly in public against doing so
and an occasional stumble in print is far me.
pleasanter to see than the mincing steps of Every experience I need to express the
verbal parvenues.—The Bookman.
power I am, comes to meA LITTLE FEAR IS A GREAT LEAK IN POWER.—Henry Harrison Brown.
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NOW I FIND IT TRUE
THAT BETTER IS BY EVIL MADE STILL BETTER.—Shakbspbrb.
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Every experience I need to express the
Truth I am, comes to me.
|
SOUL CULTURE LESSON.
£
Every experience I need to express the
***«**»a«**»«0*««««*«****** »♦«
Love I am, comes to me.
Life flows into expression through ex How to be Happy Through
perience and under this experience I
Affirmation.
unfold.
This objective life is the School of the Tenth Affirmation'.—I Do.
Soul where it learns of Itself and,
awakening to this knowledge, it pre Concentration is Power. Diflussion is weak
ness.—Emerson.
pares for its immortality.
I rejoice that I am more, because I Men fail in happiness not from want
have, through the experiences of suffer of moral traits so much as from want
ing, unfolded to know myself.
of concentrative power. Life is dissi
I rejoice that because of losses I have pated, wasted in useless efforts. Many
unfolded to realize my eternal posses men literally “peter out” through
sions.
little leaks of power. A small hole
I rejoice that because of pain and will waste the steam of the engine. A
agony, I have unfolded to know my- small grounded wire will interrupt
selt as Life, and to live above pain.
the flow of the electric current. “A
I rejoice that because of lack of wis small fear is a great leak in power. ”
dom in the past I have made that
which, if made today, would be mis A wish, a passing thought, that does
takes, because I am too wise now to not lead to action, weakens any char
acter. Too often a wish, a longing, a
blunder in the same way.
All is good, and I take every lesson in feeling, is as far as the person goes in
unfoldment happily, for through each the direction of happiness. It is a
I realize more of my own Omniscience common thing for sentences like these
to come to me by letter and in con
and Omnipotence.
sultation: “I feel that I have a mis
I look upon sun and star and say: sion! I feel that I can do so much
“ What ye were ten million years ago when I find the right way I I long to
ye are still, and will be ten million be of some use in the world! I think
years to come because ye cannot feel, that I have power to accomplish so
cannot suffer, cannot grow; but I much, did I know what to do! I wish
grow each day into greater conscious I could be prosperous! I desire to be
ness of Power.”
well!” Now all these are thoughts of
I look upon earth and all plant and weakness and breed unhappiness, be
animal hfe and say: ‘‘Whatye are now cause they do not lead to action.
ye ever were and ever will be, but I am When dwelt in, they paralyze the will.
daily more and more. Because ye Do you want happiness ? Then stop
cannot unfold, ye become daily more wishing, hoping, longing, desiring.
at my command!”.
Concentrate your powes in DOING.
Blessed am I because I can unfold. As long as you wish, you never will
Heaven consists in unfolding the do that which wins. As long as you
Truth and Love I am.
merely think of what you can do, only
No matter how unfoldment comes, I affirm “I can” or “I will”, you will
am centered.
never DO. Having learned to say “ I
can”, “I will”, “I ought”, it now
Reck not for what the Past has done; remains for you to affirm, “I AM!”
Lure not the Future’s mystic vow; “IDO!”
Affirmations, “I Can!” “I Ought!”
The past is gone—the present won,
“I Will!” are rungs in the ladder lead
The time to strike is NOW.
—Exchange. ing to “I DO!” They are to be used
DARE, AND THE WORLD ALWAYS YIELDS.—Thackbry
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THE RAREST FEELING THAT LIGHTS A HUMAN FACE IS THE CONTENTMENT
OF A LOVING SOUL.—Beecher.
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until you have developed courage to which to have is NOW. The only
act.
time to BE is NOW. The only time
NOW is the only time for action. NOW anything is done is NOW. NOW is
is the only time to think action. NOW the time for happiness. The only way
is the only time to be action. NOW is to be happy is to BE happy by affirm
the only time to DO. To wait, to hope, ing, —I am happy !
to wish, is to postpone the happiness Affirmations that win are those con
which is now yours and only waits nected with NOW. I will! When?
for your affirmation, “I am happy!” I can ! When ? The answer is, “ Any
to become a realization.
time”. My Corps commander said to
Let “missions”, desires to bless oth me when I replied to his question why
ers, longings for a better life, plans for a guard detail was late: „ They were
being and doing, thoughts of what ordered to report immediately !” “Im
you can be or will do, all promises mediately is no time. Anytime is no
and pledges, go! Let all desires to be time. Order in fifteen minutes, orany
and do, find expression in being and set time, and you will be obeyed.” In
doing now. Realize happiness now, like manner, “I will” is no time. I
and keep realizing it eveiy moment. postpone action when I affirm ‘ * I can. ’ ’
You wish to be something; affirm, I The possibility of doing is there.
am now that which I wish to be! You When I DO there is action. The Af
wish to do something; affirm, I do now firmation of power is present tense:
that which I wish to do! You feel you “lam!” “Ido!”. “ I’ll try, ” means
have a mission before you; affirm, I too often, “I fear!”. Never try. DOI
am working at my mission now! Any When you do your best it is not try
one of these Affirmations will fill the ing; it is doing. Trying means fail
mind so full that there will be no place ure. Doing is success. Trying post
for hope, wish, longing or regret. You pones happiness. Doing is happmess.
will be so full of being and doing that Every possibility of failure or defeat
Jrou will have no thought of self. The must be banished from the mind,
oss of consciousness of Self in action would you be happy. Trying is cling
or in consciousness of Being is happi ing to these possibilities of defeat.
ness. There is no possibility of hap Anything less than I “DO” has ele
piness in any other way. There is ments of fear, delay, or doubt in it.
never happiness till thoughts connect They are negative. “IDO” is posi
ed with Self, are lost in love and labor. tive; is full of trust, iaith, self-confi
Consciousness of Self swallowed up in dence and self-sufficiency.
Being! This Affirmation, I DO, now
takes the place of wish or desire with The eternal peace and comfort of
you. With you hereafter, to wish is mankind can never come so long as
there is a medium of exchange by
to do; to desire is to be.
“Learn to do by doing,” is the Kind which to regulate the value of the re
ergarten motto good enough for every sources of the world.
man at all times. Do, and thus learn Man must sometime become a guest
here, and love must sometime become
to do
Wishing, longing, desiring—the post the one and the only true legal tender,
poned action— all deal with the fut and it will provide every individual
ure. They too often become habits, who possesses it with ail the pleas
and thought ends there. “ With God ures, comforts, and luxuries of life.—
to think, is for God to do!” With Dominion.
man to wish should be to do. With
man to desire should be to have. No human being recieves more or less love than
or her nature is capable of calling forth.
Dealings in futures are risky. They his
He who complains that he is unloved needs to
are diffusions of power. The only look
within himself for the cause.—Ella Wheeler
time is Now-Time. The only time in Wilcox.
CONSCIENCE MUST BE FREE.—Garrison.
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THE UNIVERSE, O GOD! IS HOME
IN HEIGHTS AND DEPTH TO ME—Lucy Larcom.
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J ECHOES FROM “NOW” HOME. S
•
»

The New Thought deals with one’s
own unfoldment. It brings me face to
face with myself. This should be the
aim in life; everything we study or do
should be with this end. We should
absorb as we study, and study no
more than we can absorb. Repeat
one line over and over till its Truth
becomes a part of us. I think we need
to read less and think more. It is
quality and not quantity that gives
Soul growth. Unfoldment comesgrad
ually. We are to climb Life’s ladder
round by round. There should be no
question of “How long?” There is
no time, no end, to the possibilities of
Spirit. We measure by unfoldment,
and not by years. I am unfolded as I
walk the busy streets. “ I loaf and
invite my soul! ” Living in the Uni
versal, Nature and all her expressions
are my own. One with the Father,
I recognize my heritage, and possess
ing all he hath, I have each day all I
can use. Living in the Universal, I
have all now.
—Raymond.

When we learn to trust the Soul, our
lives are filled with peace and happi
ness. We realize that some Good lies
behind all that seems dark. If the
Soul had not needed that experience
it would not have drawn it. This
mental attitude toward unpleasant
conditions converts them into Good.
By looking for the Good we soon
master conditions. Every victory
gives me that much more strength of
character. When I meet a person of
great strength of character I know
that many conditions have been
bravely mastered. Trusting the Soul,
we become centered. Little discords
no longer affect us; we have ceased
paying attention to them; in our
thoughts of Love they vanish. With
our thoughts centered on the Good
we are enabled to see Truth around
us where before we saw only mis
takes and errors. To be at all times
happy, kind and loving is to be Selftontrolled. Love worketh in all In order to come into harmonious re
things, Good.
—Margaret.
lations with my fellowman, I must
put myself in his place; I must be
There is no Soul growth without the able to look from his point of view.
sense of personal responsibility. When Until I can do this my opinion is
we first begin to realize this respons biased and unfair to him. I must feel
ibility we seem thrown into a whirl as he does. Until the actor feels like
of conditions. But by a study of a villain he cannot play the villain.
Self we learn the ideal which we wish I am my brother and he is I. I am to
to attain. Finding that ideal, we feel this, and then act without reserve.
must be true to it, and are thus true I am to enter into this universal re
to ourselves. In this Truth we can lationship and create within myself
affirm under every condition: I am in this Love relation. Then every moth
my right place A'OIU. Every condition er becomes as dear as my own, be
becomes a stepping stone to another cause I love the Mother-Principle.
and higher. I trust the Soul and say, This is the only true relationship. All
“Thy will be done!” Since my mo others are selfish. Society would be
tives are good, why need I fear the safe, were all to live in this relation
outcome? I am filled with infinite ship. It is all the protection Human
Love, I feel the Good working in me. ity needs. No man wrongs his own
I feel the same responsibility to my brother or sister. In this recognition
Soul and to humanity which Jesus of universal relationship we could
felt. I trust the Christ within and am never harm each other. This brings
true to myself and so am true to all. us to the realization that we are all
—Mary.
one.
—Walter.
NOW IS THE TIME FOR A NOULE DEED.—Lizzie Doten.
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E’EN AS THY THOUGHT,
SO ARE THE THINGS THOU SEEST—Aruhur Hugh Clough.
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RANCH PHILOSOPHY.
“Mistah Worry.* J» >
G’way, ok Mistah Worry—
G’way an' let me be;
Ise in a mighty hurry,
Busy es a bee.
Yo' aint no good a hangin’ roun’—
Fin’ some oaer stompin’ groun’!
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PHENOMENA.

«

«
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Extraordinary Telepathy. J* J*

Our “NOW” Folk Telepathist has
wonderfully developed recently. Here
are a few evperiments which are dup
licated almost every day:
A coin is selected and hidden. He
comes into the room, takes the hand
of one who knows where it is, tells
G’way ole Mistah Worry
what it is; finds it and reads the date.
Er I grabs yo by der neck,
While he was in a distant room and
An’ I reckons I feels merry
Ef I gibs yo' one soun’ creek.
blindfolded, we selected in a book a
Ole Worry, tak yo’ wings an’ flee—
picture of the Liberty Bell. He came
Yo aint a bit ob use ter me.
into the room, and without coming
Erway goes Mistah Worry
within five feet of any of us, said,
A flyin' fru de do’.
at once, “ Philadelphia ! ” Then,
I guess he aint no hurry
“ Cracked! ” Then drawing with his
Ter come roun’ yah no mo’;
fingers in the air the shape of a bell,
Fo’ ef he hangs aroun’ mah place,
Slams mab heart's-do’ in his face!
said, “Liberty Bell!” He was not
over one minute in getting all this.
—Stun Exton Foalds.
Pictures are drawn while he is not
present. He then returns blindfolded
Money is a crime, and yet we each and draws them. While he was fifty
are obliged to have it, because every feet away in anothnr part of the
body demands it of us. I shall be building I began to draw a cat. No
glad when it goes forever. It is sooner had I begun than he called out,
about the only thing that ever “ Henry is drawing a cat! ”
annoys me, and whatever annoys us
I selected then two lines of poetry.
is abnormal to us. —Dominion.
Without touching me he took up a
pencil
and wrote it as accurately as if
If you form a habit of thinking kindly
thoughts and saying kindly words, in the words were before him.
a short time your mind becomes re Asking me one day to select a line, I
lated to all kindly natured people in picked up an exchange not yet opened
the world, and it becomes much easier and saw at the top of a column a few
for you to say a kind word than an lines of poetry. I selected one line.
unkind one, to do a kind deed rather He read this from my mind. At din
than an unkind one.—Mind.
ner that evening he asked if that was
not from Elbert Hubbard. I replied,
New TboughtMeetlngs in San Francisco. “I do not think so, but I do not
know.” “Well,” he said, “I connect
“NOW” Public Lectures, Odd Fellows' bldg., it with him.” Returning to the office
Market and 7th Streets. Henry Harrison I looked up the paper and found that
the line was from a sonnet written to
Brown lectures every Sunday at 8 p. m.
Hubbard. The paper was so folded
College of Divine Science, 3360 17th Street.
that
none of us could have seen the
Meetings every Sunday at 11 a. m.
name had we tried. Thus it was not
Home of Truth, 1221 Pine Street. Meetings in my mind. From whom did he get
it?
Sunday at 11 a. m.
G’way ole Mistah Worry—
Yo aint no friend ob mine.
Ise in a mighty flurry,
Kittles an' pots ter shine.
Whah fo' yo' stop ter talk wid me
When Ise es busy es kin be ?

LOVE, LIKE GENIUS, OBEYS NO LAW BUT ITS OWN.—Andrew Jackson Da vis.
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EACH DECADE MUST HAVE NEW MEN
TO DETERMINE ITS LIBERTY.—John Boyle O'Riley.
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tury has left as its contribution to
permanent thought. Few beyond
Emerson, Whittier, Parker, Davis,
Whitman, Darwin and Spencer will
survive this century. Epochs have
Trust j* j*. j*
no lines of demarcation. They over
I know not what the days may bring,
lap. Philosophy is evolved in the
Bnt to one trust I firmly cling:—
twilight between two great epochs.
That all God sends is Good.
The old is culminating; the new is in
The rain, the sun, the black still night,
Or pain, or gladness, all is right;
formation. The epoch that began
For troubled waters in delight
with Aristotle 2000 years ago, closes
Shall heal the dimness of my sight,
with Spencer. During this period the
God’s every fount is Good.
Evolution theory has ripened. Spen
As fleeting days roll into years,
cer is the last of a long line of dualis
They gather up my scattered fears;
tic philosophers. He completes the
For all God sends is Good.
labors of thousands. While he recog
Come weal, come woe, come fair or blast,
nized an Ultimate Reality, all his
One flag 1 fly from my life’s mast,
“The Good I trust both first and last.’’
reasoning was based upon duality.
All Good is mine, O wealth most vast,
Matter and Mind, Spirit and Mind,
For all that is, is good!
Motion and Matter, formed his found
Sam Exton Foulds.
ation. Though he saw the Unity, he
did not reach it in philosophy. In
Herbert Spencer— j» >
Vol. I., “Principles of Psychology,”
> j* His Place tn Philosophy.
Part 2, will be found his position. He
Herbert Spencer still lives and labors says: “It seems easier to translate
in the real world, which is the so-called Matter into terms of soThought-world. His Thought goes called Spirit, than to translate somarching on through millions of called Spirit into terms of Matter,
minds. His Thought is still radiating (which latter is impossible).”
from him as an immortal soul, and is He thus reaches a conclusion which
felt as it inspires mortal brains in ex renders the New Thought necessary.
pression of Truth.
This New Thought is an evolution of
I have seen no notice that fitly clas the Idealistic Philosophy. It has run
sifies him in the evolution of Philos paralei through history with the
ophy. He lives, not so much in the Materialistic Philosophy which culmi
volumns he left, as in the thought of nated in Spencer. 2000 years ago we
a race which he stimulated, and in the find it annunciated bv Jesus, thus; “ I
movement which he centered. An inspir and my Father are One!”. It is the
ation was born in the annunciation “Immanent” and the “Transcendent”
of the principle of Evolution, which God of Theological controversy. Spen
has been felt by every man, and which cer has led humanity up a long incline
has influenced every avenue of human till it reached a clear plain where it
life. His books will never be read by will hereafter dwell. That plain is
the masses. The specialist of the fut UNITY. He has built his own monu
ure will scarcely care to delve through ment and that of a long line of philos
his tomes of careful and elaborate an ophers in the word, “Evolution”.
alysis. He will be best read in his dis The others tried to lisp it. He sent it
ciples. But the Law and Principle of forth in trumpet tones. He leads us
Evolution which he elaborated will from the valley of Duality to the plat
ever remain the KEY to all the meth eau where ALL IS ONE.
ods of the objective life, of all Nature, Every New Thought student and ev
ery Idealistic Philosopher needs Spen
including Man.
In May NOW I included him among cer’s thought as a foundation. The
the seven whom the Nineteenth cen- objective life finds explanation in him.
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HIS SOUL WAS LED BY ETERNAL LAW—Lowell.
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WISE EVOLUTION IS THE SURE SAFEGUARD AGAINST A REVOLUTION.
—President Roosevelt.
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Evolution is the method of both God win in ’59. Truth had the same
and Man, his Son. Evolution is the word to say through them all. Spen
process of Life in all below man. It cer’s work is done, but Truth has tak
consists in a change of organism from en up thousands who, but for him,
simple to complex. But when Man would not have been ready to pro
came there came a change. The old claim New Thought. The Over-Soul
dispensation passed away. Man is to us a Spiritual Reality, where
changes not in organism. The Hu “Ultimate Reality” was to him an
man organism was potentially the intellectual necessity.
same in the first man as it now is.
Man does not evolve. Man unfolds. The “Practice” of Medicine.
God unfolds himself through Nature
in the method we term Evolution. W. W. Grant, M. D., President of
Man unfolds through his own organ the State Medical Society, of Col
ism by the same method. Man does orado, in an interesting address
nor evolve. He at all times IS that before that body in October, said:
Power which puts forth the thought “There is but one avenue to the legit
which creates conditions. He is the imate practice of medicine, and that is
Genus-Homo, and never evolves. As a course of study involving as essen
he unfolds he is more in expression, tials, anatomy, physiology, chemistry,
but while the
physics, and clinical medicine.” Note
“Lesser creatures’grave built up the future here, first that he ignores in this de
home of Man”
mand all study of Man as Mind. It is
he has, in his organism, his eternal all body. As if body builded body,
home. For, I am not Body! I am and as if diseased body could be cured
Spirit! As a soul I am in my eternal by material means. Yet I admit this
home.
is the only legitimate road to the
The Philosophy of Evolution has cul practice of medicine. To know man as
minated. That of the New Thought mind is to quit this practice. The de
is now to expand and to fill all the sired road is to Cure. The dogmatism
earth with its radiance, because Man of the proffession is shown in the cry
has unfolded to know himself as Cre it makes for laws to shut out all who
ator; has become a conscious factor do not meet this standard. The doc
in his own unfoldment. Conscious tor admits in his address that the
that he is Law; and Emerson says: schools turn out each year to “prac
“ Conscious Law is King of kings I”
tice ”, 2000 more young doctors than
Spencer was great in an age of great the population requires. To us the
men. His limitations were his great interest centers in the distinction be
est help for they confined him to his tween “ Practice” and cure. Are these
field. He became the Light-bearer of requirements necessary for the HEAL
the new age. “These” says New ER? The Doctor of disease will need
Thought to the objective philosophers, to study the body in disease, but does
“must decrease, but I must increase!” the Healer require this? NO! He
Spencer reached the Pisgah Mount, needs to study MIND. IN MIND he
but did not enter the Promised Land. finds CAUSE, and removing Cause,
This was left for that philosophy the effects with which the doctors
which writes UNITY, where he saw work disappear. The medical schools
Matter and Mind.
deal with effects. They never truly
He is the Gate through which one locate cause, because they look out
passes from Appearance to Soul. Em side of mind. Cause does not lie in
erson proclaimed the New in ’38, diet, climate, sewerage, or in any ex
Andrew Jackson in ’45, and Spencer ternal condition. It lies in the fears,
came with his New-Old philosophy in beliefs, griefs, worries, and unpleasant
50, Walt Whitman in ’58, and Dar- mental conditions of the people. Dr.
I0Y IS WEALTH AND LOVE THE LEGAL TENDER OF THE SOUL—Incersol.
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MY SOUL IT HATH NO OTHER SOUL
TO WHICH IT DOTH BELONG.—Anna Hempstead Branch.
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Grant would ignore this, and let the also very damaging to the internal
young student with his diploma, igno organs, especially to the spleen and
rant of Mind, loose to “ Practice ” up brain, resulting in death after emacia
on the bodies and rack the minds of tion, fear, langour and prostration.
those unfortunate enough to fall into
his hands, because the statute law
does not allow them to die without Suggestion Not Dangerous,
“medical” attention. This address is Very rarely do I disagree with Dr.
upon “ The Progress oi American Med Carr, editor of Medical Talk, but in his
icine”! Progress? One hundred years December number he holds that while
ago could such laws as are now recom Suggestion is a valuable agent in
mended have been there would have healing, it is possible for it to be used
been little progress. The greatest injuriously. This fear of evil stands
progress has come outside the regu ever in the way of progress. It is
lars. I recommend the doctors to time it was dropped. Supposing it
study Doctor Alexander Wilder’s can be used for evil, what is the pro
“History of Medicine”. They will portion of its actual benefits to its
then be more tolerant of other possible evil ? They bear the relation
schools of experimental medicine. of one to a million. But the power of
Herbert Spencer did not have a col Suggestion for evil lies in an equal
lege education. Had he, because of degree with the practitioner in any
this, been prevented, by law, from field of human endeavor. The medi
teaching, he would not have been, as cal field is full of dangerous sugges
now, the teacher of the Universities. tions. Any advice in regard to medi
Were it possible for law to confine the cine, diet, clothing, has its dangerous
treatment of disease to those of regu side; i. e., that of ignorance. But
lar practice, shutting out those who this bugaboo of evil from Suggestion,
HEAL, there would be comparative even when carried to hypnosis, should
ly little progress. Most of the so- be allowed to die under the common
called “progress” consists, not in sense position from which the fear of
change of principles, but in methods electricity and cloroform have died.
which are soon outgrown as evil. The The possible dangers of these are so
X-ray was vaunted highly as a meth overshadowed by the well known
od of “practice”; it is now found to benefits, that no onecriesout “Fear!”
f»reduce more disease than it cures. But these fears of Suggestion have no
t is dangerous. So will the use of foundation in fact. They are imag
radium be found. Any interference ined “as possible”. But never yet
with the delicate nerves and tissues have the doctors reported any case
by any instrument or supposed rem upon which to found these theories.
edial agent, creates diseased condi European doctors who have used it
tions. A few years shows this condi for years have no cases to report, and
tion, but it is covered up by some oth those who think it “possible to use it
er alleged cause, and the crime of to injure ”, report no case. It is mere
“practice” continues. We demand theory. I have yet to find any prac
the liberty “to worship God” in titioner of Suggestion who reports
healing, as we do in living.
any evil. In the journal of the Ameri
Consider this telegram from Leipsic, can Medical Association for October
dated December 9th. Those who are 3, Dr. Julius Grinker, of Chicago,
crying the evils of Christian and Men writes: “Hypnotism is nothing else but
tal Science and Suggestion should Suggestion administered during a
note it: “ Dr. Heincke has proved by state of the greatest susceptibility.
experiments with animals that sys The so-called dangers from hypnotism
tematic exposure to X-rays, already are imaginary. Although I have hyp
known to be harmful to the skin, is notised hundreds of times I have nev
AS LONG AS MEN HIRE THEMSELVES, THEY WILL BE SLAVES.-Tolstoi.
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MIND IS AT ONCE THE CAUSE AND THE END OF PROGRESS—A METHOD AND
ITS GOAL.—Elmer Gates.
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er seen any ill effects from its use- A Colored Prescription. J* &
Bernheim, Liebault, Ford, Wetter, Uncle 'Rastus had never enjoyed a medical edu
strand and a host of others who have cation nor spent much time in the study of dis
hypnotised thousands of times have eases or remedies; nevertheless, he was often
had similar experiences.”
consulted by the neighborhood in times of
Feat,

j»

Nothing is so credulous as fear, excepting the
father of fear, which is ignorance. Ignorance
believes in everything it fears. Fear trembles at
everything of which it is ignorant. Fear was
the first to introduce a god—the god of terror—
and Fear was its first worshiper.
Fear is a tyrant which drags clear-eyed judg
ment from it» spiritual throne. Those who
live in constant fear of anything—weather, ill
ness, poverty, burglars, devils or gods—are
trembling slaves of the crudest despot in the
world. At his command invention ceases, am
bition dies, judgment and reason are trampled
under foot, and the springs of benevolence are
dried up or poisoned.
Fear unwittingly invites and attracts danger.
Those who are in the greatest state of nervous
terror in crossing the street-car tracks are the
ones who get run over; for fear paralyzes the
judgment. Job spoke a truth of universal ap
plication when he said, “That which I feared
has come upon me. ” He expected it and at
tracted it.
The timid bather who stands shivering on the
shore suffers vastly more than the one who
boldly plunges in; for his suffering is mental,
and therefore acute and real.
In fearing to suffer, timid people suffer from
fear a hundredfold more than any physical
pain could bring them.
Fear in a man or woman is a sure indication
of one of three things: persistent ignorance, a
hypnotized condition of the mind, or a state of
intellectual childhood; for in all the world
there need be nothing to fear—excepting FEAR
itself; and it is easier to get rid of that than to
endure it.—Grant Wallace in (San Francisco
Bulletin.)

“Dollars Want Me.” By Henry Harrison
Brown. Price 10 cts. To the many who need
healing of poverty, the worst curse* which
hampers the human family, I say, read this
dainty booklet, for it is “ knowledge in a nut
shell,” and the reading of it thrills me with
wonderful vitality and consciousness of latent
power, which is the secret of supply.—The New
Life.

stress.
“I cert’nly don’ know what I’m gwinc to do
'bout dese staggering headaches my wife has, ”
said Mr. Orlando Clay Jefferson, gloomily, to
Uncle ’Rastus, in the seclusion of the tiny room
known as “the doctorin’ parlor.” "Dey keep
increasing an' magnifying as time goes along.
Seems as if I couldn’t gib her a good preach
ment'bout de food or de house or any ob her
neglects widout her getting one ob dose stag
gering aches in her head. None obmy fust two
wives had such works.”
Uncle ’Rastus bent a keen glance from under
his bushy eyebrows at the cross old face before
him, but he offered no suggestion.
“Habn’t you got some kind ob pills dat’ll stop
dose staggering headaches dat keep her from
de cook-stove?” demanded Mr. Jefferson, im
patiently.
“No sah,” said Uncle ’Rastus, impressively,
“dere’s no such pills in de market. But de bes’
way to stop her staggering headaches would
be to fasten down your mouf wid a big, wide
piece ob sticking-plaster, Mist’ Jefferson. I'm
pu’pared to put it on, sah.”—Youth's Com
panion.
CLUBBING LIST.
NOW will club with any of these journals. Deduct
25 pc*r cent from the price of the two. For instance:
where the combined price is $2, they will be sent for
$1.50 from this office.
Nautilus, monthly, Holyoke, Mass............................... 50
Eleanor Kirk’s Idea, monthly, Brooklyn, N. Y. 1.00
Fred Bury,s Journal, monthly, Toronto, Can. 1.00
Christian, monthly, Denver, Col............................ 1.00
Mind, monthly, New York city................................ 2.00
Life, monthly, Kansas City, Mo............................. 1.00
Higher Thought, monthly, Kalamazoo, Mich. .50
Unity, monthly, Kansas City, Mo......................... 1.00
Wee Wisdom, monthly, Kansas City, Mo................. 50
World’s Advanced Thought,monthly,Portland .50
Dominion, bi-monthly, Brooklyn, N. Y................ 1.00
It, monthly, San Antonio, Texas............................ 1.00
Radiant Center, monthly, Washington, I). C... 1.00
Listen, monthly, Evansville, Ind.................................... 50
Correct English, monthly, Chicago........................ 1.00
Medical Talk, monthly, Columbus, O........................... 50
Banner of Light, weekly, Boston............................ 2.00
Philosophical Journal, weekly, San Francisco. 1.00
Suggestion, monthly. Chicago ................................ 1.00
Magazine of Mysteries, 223 Williams St., N.Y. 1.00
Exodus, monthly, Pelham, N. Y.............................. 1.00
Light of Truth, weekly, Columbus, 0.................. 1.50
Psychic and Occult Review, monthly, Toledo.. 1.00
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THE THIRST FOR THE INFINITE PROVES INFINITY.—Victor Hugo.

IF LOVE BE NOT OF LIFE A PART,
’TIS EVER WINTER IN THE HEART.—Henry Harrison Brown.
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NOW welcomes the New Year with
1437 Market street, San Francisco, California. double the friends of a year ago.
Rarely has a subscriber been dropped
for any cause. We have done our
JANUARY, 1904.
part, and we now ask our friends to
do theirs in love of Truth, to double
within the next three months our cir
NOW,
culation. When that is done new
HKNRY IIARHISON BROWN,
features will be added making NOW
Editor.
still better. Remember, we give “val
A monthly Journal of Positive Affirmations.
Devoted to the Science and Art of Soul Culture.
ue
received ” and do not belittle our
It Is the utterance of the Editor only. All thought
not credited to others is his.
paper by prizes or premiums. We
Its basic Affirmation is:—Man is Spirit and can
could fill many pages with “Words of
manifest as spirit here and now.
Gold ” like the following:
Subscription Rates................................. $1.00 per year
Single Copies, 10 cents.
“ If possible NOW has improved with
Advertising Rates................................... $2.00 per inch
each number. I think it is the best
3 insertions, $5.00. No illustrations.
journal in the world.”-(J. H. H., MonSend money in bills, P. O. Money Orders payable
tana.}
at Station B’ San Erancisco, Express Orders, or in
“Out of twenty-five liberal and New
silver. Do not send personal checks or bank drafts.
Postage stamps (lc and 2c only), for parts of the
Thought journals, NOW is easily the
dollar when more convenient for sender.
best”.—(A. M. T., Texas.)
A blue
across this item is a notice that your
subscription has expired. Please renew.
“Put me down as an eternal subscrib
er to NOW.”—(B. N. J., Calif.)
Foreign subscribers, outside of Canada and Mex
Office of NOW,

ico, must add 25c to the ordinary subscription price
to cover postage. Do not send foreign P. O. stamps.
Entered Jan. 6, 1903. at San Francisco, Cap, as 2d
class matter,under Act of Congress of March 3,1879

The Chicago New Thought Conven
tion put out this statement of the sig
nificance and meaning of the New
Thought:
“The New Thought is the New inter
pretation of Universal and Eternal
God—Universal Spirit, Mind, Princi
ple,— is Omnipresent, Omniscient, and
Omnipotent.
Man is the individual expression of
God, possessing inherently and cap
able of manifesting, all the aspects of
God.
Man unfolds to a continuously ex
panding consciousness and manifest
ation of these aspects, through right
thinking and right living.
The consciousness of harmony is
Heaven, here and now; in the realiz
ation of which abide peace of mind
and health of body.
The essentials of the New Thought
are suggested by the words: Unity,
Co-operation, Freedom, Brotherhood,
Individuality.

For several months past Mr. KleynSchoorel has been advertising mining
propositions in this journal. We have
not seen his properties, but we have
the fullest confidence in Mr. Schoorel
who is at the head of them. We
know him personally, and take pleas
ure in recommending him to our read
ers as a New Thought man, full of the
right spirit. There is no doubt but
he has valuable properties, which
need enlargement, machinery and
equipments. It is with the view of
extending operating capacity that he
offers the sale of stock. In every
event he promises to protect the in
terests of the investor. If you have a
few idle dollars, write Mr. Schoorel
and learn what he will do for you.

The following offer, which appeared
in the last NOW, has brought forth so
many responses that wre take pleas
ure in renewing it this month. It
will give you an opportunity to send
NOW and the books to your friends at
reduced rates.
For missionary purposes, we will send
Mr. Brown’s five books to any ad-

THOR THE THUNDERER SHALL RULE THE EARTH NO MORE.—Longfellow.
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THOU ART ON EARTH A TRINITY,
THYSELF, THY FELLOW MAN, AND ME.—John B. Tabb.
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dress for sixty cents. This is forty is but one of the many straws that
per cent off the usual price.
shows the direction of the wind:—It is
Also, NOW will be sent one year for our way.
missionary purposes to new subscrib
ers for forty per cent discount, which The New Thought Convention held at
makes sixty cents for the one year. Chicago, Ill., in November, arranged
We expect all our subscribers to wake for a similar convention next year at
up and do something for their friends. St. Louis during the Exposition.
This enables them to do so at little Good! Now we will all go to work
expense. For list of NOW publica to make it a material success and a
tions see “Table of Contents” page.
Power in the Thought world. Eugene
Del Mar is chairman of the committee
THE REASONER, published at San appointed to arrange for the conven
Louis Obispo, Cal., having suspended tion. Address 557 W. 151 St., New
{mblication, “NOW” has assumed York City.
¡ability for the unexpired subscrip
tions. Every subscriber to that paper Thanksgiving and Christmas were
will therefore receive NOW until the beautiful days for “ NOW ” Folk. The
expiration of the time for which he first we passed in picnic on the beach,
’ has paid. The Reasoner was a live, and during the p. m. of Christmas we
progressive paper, with principles in listened to a concert at the Park. No
harmony with NOW, and we trust better climate for “NOW” Home
that since this relieves Mr. Tully of could have been devised.
care it will also please his triends. We
hope the few numbers of NOW they Save your copies of NOW, and have
may receive will induce them to re them bound in a beautiful volumn,
main permanently with us.
which will be perennial. If you have
friends whom you wish to see a copy
The Emerson Union recently formed in of NOW, send their names to this
Boston, is a step in the right direc office and we will gladly mail them
tion. Its aim is to evolve the Emer sample copies.
sonian Spirit, and develop by class
work and lectures, a love of Truth, an W. J. Colville still continues his lec
understanding of what a true educa tures and classes in this city and Oak
tion means, and also to exalt a desire land, and Alameda. All reports are
for true living. Persons far and near that these meetings are not only suc
are invited to become members. Type cessful as to attendance, but that Mr.
written copies of all lessons are made Colville was never in better trim and
and sent students ata distance. Pros inspiration.
pectus of terms, teachers, etc., sent on
application to Emerson Union, Back Moses Harmon, editor of Lucifer, The
Bay P. 0., Boston, Mass. Care of Light-Bearer, Chicago, is well pleased
with his reception in this city. He
Christine Brown.
will continue his lectures this month.
Notice his announcement in our ad
Henry Harrison Brown now holds his vertising columns.
Sunday evening meetings in the larg
est hail in Odd Fellows’ Building. It Are you a being and boss of your own soul,
is twice the size of his previous hall, Or are you a mummy and carry a scroll ?
Are you Somebody Else, or You ?
and yet it has been filled to overflow
ing. It is pleasing to note this evi When you finally pass to the heavenly wicket,
Where I’cter the Scrutinous stands at the picket,
dence of the growth of the Soul Cul Are
you going to give him a blank for a ticket?
ture sentiment. “NOW” philosophy
Do you think it will do ?
meets the needs of the masses. This
—Edmund Vanee Cooke.
THE RIGHT WORD IS ALWAYS A POWER.—George Eliot.
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THE ANGEL SOUGHT SO FAR AWAY,
I WELCOME AT MY DOOR.—Whittier.
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Soul and Body.
Their Interdependence and Relations to Unity.
No.. 10.
ONE LIVING WHOLE, jt J J

Ever fresh the broad Creation,
A divine improvisiation,
From the heart of God proceeds.
—Emerson.
Science slowly builds a stair,
Faith sees that by angels trod—
Brother climb by which thou wilt;
Either leads the soul to God.
—Soloman Solis-Cohen'
O Thou in whom the vine bears fruit!
In whom the violets take their root;
For Thee the summer roses blow;
For Thee'thc fair white lillies grow;
And from thine all-sustaining heart
The Soul’s ¡mortal currents starts.
—Lizzie Doten.
The Human Spirit is the focal organisn of Na
ture.—A. J. Daivis, in “ Inner Life ”
This is the ultimate fact which we so quickly
reach on this as on every topic—the resolution
of all into the ever blessed ONE. Self existence
is the attribute of The Supreme Cause.—Emer
son, in " Self Reliance."
Life is a becoming. Speaking reverently, as
one must, it seems to me that the Universe
with all it contains is but the outward sem
blance of one lite that is self-developing.—Wil
liam Potts in “Evolution of Vegital Life.”
(Brooklyn Ethical Society Lectures.)
Life is a becoming." It seems to me that the
Universe, with all it contains is but the out
ward semblance of the One life that is Self-de
veloping. Life is cnvolving. That is all we
sec and all we know. The meanest thing we
see, and the highest we can concievc, are the
manifestations of that life, whose possibilities
are beyond our conception.—Rossiter Raymond
in “ Evolution ofAnimal Life.” (Brooklyn Eth
ical Society Lectures.)
Classifications arc subjective conceptions,
which have no absolute demarcations in Na
ture corresponding to them. * * * We have
to choose between two hypotheses — the hy
pothesis of Special Creation and the hypoth
esis of evolution. Both hypotheses imply a
Cause. The last, certainly as much as the

first, recognises this Cause as inscrutable. • •
Could we succeed in proving that Mind con
sists of homogeneous units of feeling, we
should be unable to say what Mind is; just as
we should be unable to say what Matter is,
could we succeed in decomposing it into those
ultimate homogenous units of which it is not
improbably composed. • • • We can think
of Mind only in terms of Matter. The antith
esis of subject and object, never to be trans
cended while consciousness lasts, renders im
possible all knowledge of that Ultimate Reality
in which subject and object are united. It is
one and the same Ultimate Reality which
is manifest in us subjectively and objectively.
The Law of Evolution holds of the inner world
as it does of the outer world. On tracing up
from its low and vague beginnings the inteligence which becomes so marvelous in the high
est beings, we find that under whatever aspect
contemplated it presents a progressive trans
formation of like nature with the progressive
transformation we trace in the Universe as a
whole, no less than in each of its parts.—Her
bert Spencer, in“Principles of Psychology.”

The Spencerian philosophy has set
tled the dogma of Creation. Two
positions only are possible for
him who attempts to answer the
question of the origin of the world
and of Man, namely: That of
Evolution and that of Special Crea
tion. The one is the answer of Intel
ligence, the other of ignorance. An
cient theology quarrelled over “God
immanent” and “God transcendent”
— “God within” oi “God outside”
Nature. Modem Philosophy, backed
by Science, has settled upon “God
immanent. “ The Indwelling God” is
the only God the Thinker knows.
This settles special creation. There is
not and never has been, power to
create something from nothing. God
manifests himself in things. There is
not, and never has been, a mechan
ical universe. Nature is not mechan
ical. The Universe is alive. Nature is
an organism. Life is within. The
Force that makes and controls is
within. God is IN this world. And
since God is in all, this world is in
God. Thus is it that the Universe is
ONE LIVING WHOLE. It is impos-

HE WILL GET TO THE GOAL FIRST WHO STANDS THE STILLEST.-Thoreau,
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MAN MUST EITHER LEARN TO THINK MORE PROFOUNDLY OR ELSE UNLEARN
TO, FEEL.—Francis Ellingworth Abbott.
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cept the position of both Spencer and
sible to divide it.
This conception of God, of the Uni Emerson, and where can any line of
verse and of Creation, means a change demarcation be drawn between the
of front at every point of human in body of Man and the body of God, be
vestigation. Nothing can be explained tween the body of a man and the body
upon old premises. Yet old concep of Man ? Can Cause immanent, “Selftions of man and of life still hold devoping ’ ’ and ‘ * self-revealing ”; can
among liberal people. Death and life, that “Ultimate in which is the Sub
soul and body, attraction and repul ject and the Object”, that ever-blessed
sion, man and God, spirit and matter, ONE” that is “Self-existent” and the
still masquerade under the new guise “Supreme Cause”, be separated from
of evolution. Ghosts of dead theories any individual ? In that Universe in
have stolen the livery of Truth to which He is and which exists as a
serve human weakness a little longer. manifestation of Himself, can I be
But The Universe is ONE1 God is separated from Him? I am a mani
ONE! Life is ONE! Force is ONE! festation of the “ Self-developing ” One
To Unity, all science, philosophy, Life. I am a Revelation of the “Selftheology, poetry, literature, and liv Revealing” God. Classification in a
ing must yet come. There is ONE line drawn to please human reason
SOUL—The Over-Soul, and ONE does not appear in Nature. That line
BODY, the Universe. That ONE Body which has been drawn to divide my
belongs to whatever individualities body from God’s body does not exist
may be in it. It is mine. It is yours. in reality. The divison of the Uni
verse into God and I does not exist.
Not only is the Universe
“One stupendous whole It is all God. I exist, not as a separ
ate entity, but as a manifestation of,
Whose Body Nature is, and Man the Soul”,
but I AM one stupendous whole. Aly as an expression of the ONE. He is
body Nature is, and I the Soul. No Canse and I am Effect. It is not I
other position is possible to him who that is manifest, but it is God that is
reasons from Unity, from cause. Un manifest as “ I ”. As a manifestation
der thought of Evolution, Cause and I have individuality and a delegated
Effect are the two sides of ONE fact. power, but as an entity apart from
They cannot be separated. God is God I could have no power.
Cause, and I, effect; hence we arc one, There is no analogy in the external
and alt Cause is, I AM. I call atten world with which to compare this re
tion to the position taken in the ex lation, for all the external world is
tracts prefacing this essay. The auth measured by the consciousness
ors would not go as far as I have, but which I possess of mv real self,
then they did not carry out their and it knows that real self through a
thought to the ultimate. We sup consciousness born of sense limita
plement it by later reasoning, and tions, and I am brought to Spencer’s
place ourselves in the ONE body. paradox. I only know mind m terms
Each individual is limitless in possi of matter. All our reasoning is lim
bility; is as indestructible and immor ited by the senses till we arrive at
tal as God, for His body and my Unity. There Emerson is, and there
body, His Soul and my Soul are one. Spencer points when he says “Ulti
Spencer and Emerson, Evolutionist mate Reality. This position will not
and Special Creationist, both begin allow us to think of limitation.
with Cause. Locate this Cause with I am a focal center, a “ focal organism”
out the Universe and entertain the in God. Thus I am eternally one with
mechanical theory of Design and God and in all his manifestations I
Creator, and Man may then be locat am! As an Ego, as a soul, I am a
ed in a body that has space, that centralized manifestation of God. I
occupies a part of the Universe. Ac- am a focus through which God manYOU OUGHT NOT ATTEMPT TO CURE THE BODY WITHOUT THE SOUL.—Plato.
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NOT REVELATION ’TIS THAT WAITS,
BUT OUR UNFURNISHED EYE.—Emily Dickenson.
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ifests himself in his own way, and all Publishers’ New Year Announcement.
the God-force, all the God-intelligence, NOW readers should bear in mind that
all the God-goodness, centers in me. NOW begins its next volumn, No. 5 in
I am to think of my SELF as a point April 1904. Two more numbers after
where the Omnipotence and Omnis this issue complete the present volumn.
cience of God center, and from which During the current volumn, each issue
they radiate. They center as God, has been better than the previous one.
they radiate as “I”. Each point in They have called forth many letters of
God differs from every other point, appreciation and have stimulated
therefore I differ in manifestation from other journals to editorially comment
all others. How large are these upon the power of NOW. Especially
points ? In mathematics a point has is this true of the articles upon “The
position, but uo magnitude. In God Function of Food.” Journals in Eu
it has not even position. It exists rope and America have since been fol
only in consciousness. Therefore the lowing up the question in a highly
Soul cannot occupy space. It has instructive manuer.
ALL for its sphere of activity.
Any description of man here or here The editor and publishers of Now are
after that locates him or his habita well pleased with the pastyear’s effort,
tion, is merely the symbol of that and will gladly continue the good
reality which can never be known. In work. In April 1904, the new vol
Life, Power, Intelligence, Goodness, umn (No 5.) begins; with it many
Soul possibilities are as limitless as new features will be added. NOW will
God is. “ God is my Infinite supply! ” be just as good as ever and as much
is my affirmation. Truth is my war better as we are able to make it. Be
rant of immortality, for it demands assured that there will be a spiritual
infinite time to develop infinite pos feast for its readers.
sibility. One is ever to think of the To better understand what NOW is,
Self as within God; as a point where and for what it stands, carefully note
God powers converge. As such there the following, from “The Third Annual
is only Life, and Life knows no limita Announcement” of “Now” Folk.
tions. To limit in the sense life is to “NOW is devoted to SOUL CULTURE,
limit body and power to that which including the education of man in the
the senses have created and limited. use of his Spiritual faculties, the unI transcend this. Thus one comes to foldment of Psychic Power, and the
think of self as one with God, and to development of Self Control. It is a
live as he feels God lives; to recog spiritual messenger, with Food for the
nize the “Self-Developer” each mo Soul, and is the leading New Thought
ment as having His way through journal of the world.
him; and thus he is led to say in his Every issue of “NOW” is sent out pri
consciousness, “ All is Good! ”
marily, as an inspiration to the read
This thought of Unity causes one to er, that he may be more, may get more
think of Self as the channel through out of every day life. The Commercial
which “The Ever Blessed One” flows Spirit is subordinated to this. In its
into expression, and as such he knows columns we never advertize drugs,
nothing but peace. “All is well” for patent medicines, tobacco, liquors, or
“the Ultimate Cause” has in each one health foods, believing such articles
the desired effect. Even as Jesus not in harmony with New Thought
prayed that his disciples might be Principles. This keeps from us adver
come " one with him ” as he was “ one tising patronage which pays the best.
with the Father”, so do all conscious “NOW” stands for Quality not quanti
ly become as they live in thought of ty. In this age of voluminous reading
Unity. “The Soul of the rock is kin matter some one is neeced to separate
to my own.”
the chaff from the grain. From years
I CELEBRATE MYSELF—Walt Whitman.
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IF A MAN WOULD NOT BABBLE SO MUCH, WE COULD MUCH OFTENER HEAR
GOD.—Mrs Nathaniel Hawthorn.
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of experiance as editor, teacher, public
and private lecturer, author, psychometrist, Henry Harrison Brown
ni c
is exceptionly qualified to do this.
AN
OVER-TRUE
TALE.
“NOW” represents the garnered
One morning Our Henry the Priest
grain.
Found some soup to warm up for a feast;
“NOW” does not “bark against the
Before his own eyes
bad.” It “chants the beauties of the
He saw the boys rise,
For he fed them on Grandmother’s yeast.
good.” Neither does it tell what not
to do. It gives “Life Lessons,” which
For excuses he troubled his head
‘Till at last with a sly wink he said:—
tell How to do, thus strengthening one
“Its just what they knead—
to meet the problems of daily life.
The inferior breed—
Those who desire a continuous devel
After this they’ll all be well bread!”
opment of their Soul Power, cannot
(Translated from fact to native Lim
erick by NOW office boy.)
afford to be without this monthly
visitor, bearing the riches of Life. As
an encouragemnt to right living and ‘‘Pa, what is the oldest inhabitant?” “A liar,
n most instances, my son.”—[Smart Set.]
an aid to the student it has no equal.
NO PREMIUMS, GIFTS OR PRIZES
WITH “NOW.” Twenty-eight pages Monument Man—What shall I put on your
monthly, magazine size, printed on husband’s tombstone, madam? Distracted Wid
—Oh, say that he was my husband, and
fine book paper, no machine work, ow
that he is happy now.—[Life.]
typographically beautiful.
Subscription price, $1.00 a year. "Say, mamma,” queried little Elsie. “What is
Foreign, $1.25. Club lists of 10 yearly a stag partv?"
subscribers, sent to this offce at one “Stag, my dear, is an abbreviation ofstagger”,
time, $5.00 for Domestic; $7.50 for replied the knowing mother.—[Chicago News.]
Foreign. This is an opportunity to
send “NOW” to your friends.
Passerby—Here, boy, your dog bit me on the

T ° ' ‘Z

Give all to love. Burn your ships behind you.
Dismiss “if* and “but” from your vocabulary.
Offer no compromises. Admit no doubts. Take
love by the hand. Introduce it to your heart.
Let it run as blood in your veins. They will
tell you it is not worth while. But if love is
not worth while, nothing is worth while. You
have often thought you have loved. But if
you once love you will see that you never
loved. Love is not a meal set for two, but a
feast providing a universal providence. Give
all to love. Not the love that at home is called
patriotism and abroad called treason. Not
the love which legislates favors into individual
treasuries. Not the love which betrays com
munities. Not the love which sends armies to
subdue. But such love as recognizes the
human principle.—From The Conservator

Our “New Thought Primer” is the
book most needed by all. How many
copies will you distribute among the
hungry for Truth?

Z3

ankle!
Dog Owner—Well, dot’s as high as he could
reach. You wouldn't expect a littie pup like
him to bite yer neck, would yer?—[Chicago
Daily News.]
Larry—How did Murphy break his arm?
Denny—Following the doctor’s prescription.
Larry—Phwat?
Denny—Yis: it blew out av th’ window, and
Murphy wint after it.—[Philadelphia Record.]

Mrs. Jaggsby—I was very much surprised at
the condition in which you came home last
night.
Mr. Jaggsby—There you go again! I’d be
willing to swear that I came home perfectly
solier.
Mrs. Jaggsby—So you did; that’s what sur
prised me.—[Illustrated Bits.]

There is one woman poet in New York who
will read proof carefully until the edge of a re
cent error wears off. She spent two days on a
touching poem, the pivotal line of which read:
My soul is a lighthouse keeper.
When the printer finished with it the line read:
My soul is a light housekeeper.
—[New York Tribune.]

WHOSO WOULD BE A MAN MUST BE A NON-CONFORMIST.—Emerson.
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THE UNIVERSE MAY BE IN THE CRUCIBLE ONE HOLDS WITH THE TONGS.
—Prof. E. A Dolbbxr
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WITH NOW READERS.
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plish wondrous achievements!”—A Phrenolo
gist.

t
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Because I go one step further toward
Cause, and see that Mind builds head.
[In this department, queries from our regular sub*
No
man desires to do that for which
scribers will be answered briefly. Questions will be
signed with initials only. If an answer by mail is
he
has
no talent. Desire determines
desired, enclose $1.]
action. Awaken desire and it will
" All is not good. There is plenty of good, but develop faculties and create an organ
good and bad exist as do night and day. Poi ism through which to manifest. De
son is not good, think what yon may about it. sire determines the kind of manifesta
Oh, well, what is the use I ”
tion. Under desire gradually the
So writes a respected brother editor shape of the head changes and the
in a personal letter. Our brother sees brain grows finer in texture. My
the truth only in detail. Night and correspondent says, “Cultivation.”
day are man-made distinctions. Where I read in Human Nature, published in
does day begin and night end ? Both this city, of a young man who had in
mingle in a twilight that is neither. creased the relative size of his frontal
Onjy the extremes of the one condition, to his back brain in two years.
Light, are named. Light is. Dark Every photograph of an unfolding
ness is its absence. There is not a man shows these changes. What
thing called darkness. Thus good changes the head ? If head limits the
and evil are merely extremes of con man, what changes the frontal brain?
duct or conditions. There is a mid Only the inner man—the Soul— can
dle ground which is neither good nor change the body it inhahits.
bad. That which is good todajr may
be bad tomorrow. That which is “The New Thought” is as yetto us a term of
bad under present conditions may be vague connotation. We confess that we are
good under others. These distinc unable to clearly discover what is distinctively
tions are just what you say they are. new or what old principle is sufficiently clearly
They do not exist outside the human apprehended to form the core of the new move
mind. Since in like manner you make ment. Perhaps the Pacific shores offer a
this distinction of good and evil, as clearer atmosphere in which such discernment
conditions they exist. When you is possible. Anyhow, there is a monthly
see no evil, there will be none, published in San Francisco entitled “Now,"
for you will then draw a line which is the organ of “New Thought Move
of good around ALL; then ALL ment”; and the publishing house of this maga
is good. Itissotome. I have only zine has put forth a “New Thought Primer”
to consider myself in this matter. I which can be obtained for twenty-five cents at
will have no evil in my thought, 1437 Market St., San Francisco. Certainly
therefore no matter what comes to these sixty-four pages demonstrate the wide
me, it is good to me. How others range of sources and forces in which the "New
take it will depend upon the line of de- Thought Movement ” undertakes to detect a
markation they draw. When they common life, a binding unity. Channing,
say a condition is evil, it works evil. Elisha Hicks, Emerson, Parker, the abolition
As for me and my house, we serve the movement, Brook Farm, Universalism Unitarianism and Spiritualism are summoned as
Good.
“Why don’t you see that men act according to
their organism ? Why don’t you realize that
organism determines character? Mind can
manifest only according to its instrument. A
man can only do that which he has talents to
do. Although faculties may be cultivated to a
wonderful extent, enabling some men to accom

witnesses. The Salvation Army, Higher
Criticism, Quakerism, Theosphy, Phrenology,
and Christian Science are called into court to
give evidence. We are so often called upon to
be tolerant of a dogmatic narrowness that we
ought to have a large degree of patience and
expectancy with the vagueness of inclusiveness.
—Unity, Chicago. (Unitarian).

RUSKIN KEPT ON HIS DESK A PIECE OF CHALCEDONY INSCRIBED, “TO-DAY.”
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EVERY TIGER MADNESS MUZZLED,
EVERY SERPENT PASSION KILLED.-Tennyson.
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****************************** that man should be a guest in tnis
*
*
regaling upon the infinite
?
> j*ETHICSj* j»
? universe
bounty of an infinite Providence.
****************************** And so we all would, be if we were to
abandon our fictitious life and come
Money. & & &
into the unity of the Christ thought.
To state it conservatively, millions It must come, and then there will be
of men in the United States every day peace on earth and good-will to man.
leave their families and devote from Peace and good-will will never come
ten to fifteen hours a day chasing so long as there is a single sou upon
money around—playing hide and earth of which some one may say,
seek with it—and we call this civil “This is mine.”
ization* These same slaves return The abolition of money is the only
evety night to remain with their thing that can ever make God’s king
tamilies awake a few hours, when dom come on earth, and then in an
they are compelled to sleep from eight instant there will be no more poverty
to ten hours to recuperate from the forever. Then in an instant there
task and toil of chasing money the will be no more “shoddy” in the
day before. They repeat this thing world. Everything will be created
the next day, and so on, until they from the God standpoint of divine
excellence. There would be no in
collapse into the grave.
You may call this civilization, but I centive to make shoddy or imperfect
goods, and the standard of the world
call it hell.
would be raised a million per cent,
Here is the commercial routine of life: in one instant. •****••*
Men work to earn money to buy There is no use denying the fact that
bread to get strength to work to money makes a slave of mankind.
earn money to buy bread, and so on There is not a man or a woman on
ad infinituml (and there is not a single earth, who has a wife or husband,
punctuation mark in it). * * *
who would not rather they would
The cities of the world contain hun stay at home and enjoy life together,
dreds of square miles of business getting all the pleasure they can
blocks from two to twenty-five together out of it; and money is the
stories high, erected for no other only thing that prevents it. • * •
purpose than to hive humanity who Nature never intended this. Nature
do nothing but keep account of dol intended her greatest being to be a
lars and cents. God’s sunlight is guest in her domains, and she stands
utterly excluded from these prison ready to give him her all, to lay it
offices, where men sit cocked up on at his feet the moment he quits usurp
high stools figuring, figuring, figuring ing her bounty by substituting a
their lives away, attempting to ac man-made legal tender. The Bible
count for the last penny in a tran says: “ It is God’s good pleasure to
saction.
give us his kingdom.
Men ought to be with wife and More than nine tenths of a man’s
family enjoying their company, life is devoted to the pursuit of
feasting on the pleasures Nature gave money, and his family and he are
to humanity, and so they would if separated nine-tenths of the time
the masses had sufficient intelligence Is it right ? I admit we cannot help
to see the crime of money. • • * * it, for we are slaves to money. But
What did Isaiah mean when he said, it is not right just the same. — Dom
“Come ye to the waters, come, buy inion.
wine and milk, without money and
without price’’? He meant just what Thoughts are more than things. They
we have said—that money is a crime; are living forces.—Henry Wood.
I AM CONSCIOUS OF ETERNAL LIFE.—Theodore Parker.
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THERE IS BUT ONE REAL HERESY: DISLOYALTY TO TRUTH ONE OUGHT TO
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is 409 Ellsworth Building. It is a paper with
a high ideal. Its shiboleth is “ Brotherhood! ”
Willard J. Hull has no superior as editor in the
liberal press. $1.00 a year.
(Books received will be noticed under this hcndlng.
Those we have space for will be truthfully reviewed.]

“ Out West ” one of the very best periodoicals
published on the Pacific coast if not in the U.S.,
makes a novel offer to subscribers for 1904.
An album of portraits of sixteen of the noted
'literary personages of this coast, each photo
graph carrying the author’s autograph, will be
given as a premium to’each new subscriber.
Send to Out West, Los Angeles, Cal., for cir
cular of particulars.

“Co-operation.”—Mrs. Towne in her paper
Nautilus for Dec. has the best thing I have seen
upon this subject. Send five cents to her at
Holyoke Mass., and get it.
Frances Edgar Mason has in Dominion for Dec.
the best thing I have ever read upon “Money.”
I have quoted enough in this NOW to give you
a taste. The whole article is worth putting in
to your scrap book as “Daily Food”. Ten
Cents sent to Dominion, Brooklyn N.Y., will
bring it.
“Just One Power.”—A sacred song by Mrs.
Anna Waterloo. Dedicated to the World.
Liberal Book Concern, 87 Washington st.,
Chicago. This was written for and sung at
the New Thought Convention and well received
there. Price, probably 25 cents.
“ Love of Life and Life of Love.”—Truths
every youth should know. By Leon Andruth,
Leonidas Pub. Co., Chicago, Ill. pp. 70. Price
25 cts. A beautifully told story of the evolu
tion of attraction from cell life to the human.
From the common point of view it is valuable
To one who considers Man as having outgrown
the animal, it loses its interest. According to
Physiology and Biology it is true. According
to Mental Science it is only partially so. 1
especially dislike a definition of Love that in
cludes anything but Human emotion.
Ani
mals are attracted to each other.
Human
Beings Love each other. The book has a
value in its condensed and chaste explanation
of sex and its evolution.

"The Light of Truth’’has removed from
Columbus Ohio to Chicago. Its present office
YOUR ZENITH FOR NO MAN ELi

A copy of The California News has been re
ceived. It is worthy of notice as a finely gotten
out journal with excellent matter, by the Cal
ifornia institution for the Blind, Deaf and
Dumb at Berk[ey, and “printed by the class in
printing.”50cts a year. It contains much in
formation of interest to these classes every
where.

“Man the Misunderstood,” by Will Winn.
Pamphlet. Sold by author, 124 East 59th St.,
N. Y. City. Price, 25cts. A chaste, but radi
cal book. Its spirit is shown in this couplet:
“As a flower I drew the Good
From even sin’s completeness.”

“Soul Return"—By Fred Max. E. H. Bacon
& Co. pp. 272. Price $1.25. This is the
work of an author who conceals his name un
der a nom de plume. Many Spiritualists will
welcome this book. But to advanced students
in psychic lore it is crude and materialistic.
Some of its philosophy is worse than that of
Theosophy.

“Mental Mechanics”, the Sun Worshipper’s
course of Mental Science. W. Simon Charles.
Sun Worshiper Company, Portland Ore. Price
$2.50. Paper.
The New Thought and Reform Publish
er’s Directory for 1903. International Sub
scription Agency, Lawrence Kansas. Sent free
upon application.
“Ormsby’s Annual Prognosticator and Year
Book of the Heavens”. The Ormsby Co. Chi
cago, Ill. Price $1.00.

“Songs of a child and other Poems” by Darling
(Lady Florence Dixie) London The Lcadenhall
Press. N.Y. Chas Scribner’s Sons. Price
$1.25.
“Story of Ijan or the Evolution of aMind.” By
Lady Florence Dixie. Price $1.25.
“Isola; or the Diseuhcrited.” A Drama in six
Acts. By Lady Florence Dixie. Price $1.25
(As a specimen of our tariff laws. These
books sent by mail for review, were sent to the
custom house; It cost us fifty cents duty and
ten cents car fare to get them.)
IS TRUE.—Edward Rowland Sill.

THE BATTLE IS FOUGHT IN THE HOME STRETCH,—
’TIS WON ’TWIXT THE FLAG AND THE WIRE—John Moore.
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The Angel’s Diary and
Celestion Study of Ilan j*

“These Arc My Jewels,**
By Stanley Waterloo. Price $1.

By MRS. BFFIB M. SHIRBY and her brother
CHARLBS SAMSON, from the Celestial
Sphere. For »ale, wholesale and retail.
Price, *1.50. Usual Commission to Dealers.

Hr». J. A. S. S. Lender,
2201 Lincoln Ave., Denver, Col.

If there be a child or young person in the world
whom you care for, make him or her a present
of “These Are my Jewels." This clever story
will attract and the thoughts implanted will
help throughout the rest of a life.
LIBERAL BOOK CONCERN,
Headquarter, for Metaphysical, Occult and Liberal
Literature,

Limitations of Freethought
A Lecture by Moses Harman,
Editor of the Chicago Light
Bearer, at ... .

Fraternal Hall, Odd Fellows* B’Id’g
San Francisco
SUNDAY. DEC. 27, 3 P. M.
Seats and Discussion Free.
This Lecture will probably be
the first of a series, running
through the month of J anuary,
on The Logic of Freethought,
of Free Speech, of Free Land,
of Free money, of Free Trade,
of Free Manhood, Free Wom
anhood and Free Motherhood.
Mr. Harman’s previous course of lectures in
the same building were well attended.

87 Washington St., Room 419, Chicago, Ill.
—SEND FOR A CATALOGUE—

MONEY IN IT j»

Jt

Send 10c to help pay postage and we will send
100 different samples of magazines and news
papers. Biggest money’s worth you ever saw.
PACIFIC ADV. CO.,
120 Sutter St.,
San Francisco.
Ida M. Brooks, Editor.
A monthly periodical devoted to a finer and nobler
realization of life. 75c. a year.
3 moi. for 25c.
Sample copy free.
If you arc tired of the old life, with its pain, heart
ache and emptiness, read THB NEW LIFE, and
you will come into and live the new life, which is
joy, peace and bountiful supply of all good and de
sirable thiugs. Address
THB NEW LIFB PUB. CO.,
Box 176,
Orofino, Idaho.
THE NEW LIFE,

TELEPATHY.
Mind

Reading

and

Thought

Transference.

Lessons by

Koradine

O HASHNU HARA.

By ALICE B. STOCKHAM and
LIDA HOOD TALBOT.

A FASCINATING STORY.
Illustrates life’s unfoldment and teaches that bodily
health is possible to all. The book is original and
entertaining and teems with brightness and cheer
from the first. Koradine is unusually clear-headed.
She reflects and reasons, and is full of quaint con
ceits and poetic ideas..
Mr*. Thee. K. Beechert “A book to be read, eqjoyed,
believed, acted on.”
425 pages. Bxtra Levant Cloth. Prepaid, $1.00

Stockham Publishing Co.
70 Dearborn St., Suite 56.

Chicago.

FACIAL EXERCISER
Would you Change Your Face if you could ? Then
try our exercises. They plump the cheeks, banish
wrinkles, and smooth out lines. Send 25c for illusrated booklet.

METAPHYSICAL BOOK CO.

Wash, D. C.

Box 2600.

WANTED!
Men and women to join the Altruist Community, in
and near St. Louis, which provides a permanent
home and employment for its members. Send for its
monthly paper; 10c a year; sample copy free.
Address The Altbuist, 2711 Franklin Ave., St.
Louis, Mo.

The first course of Practical Lessons upon this fas
cinating subject yet given to the world. Gives prac
tical tuition in the development of Bvery Phase
OF

MENTAL TELEPATHY.
PARTIAL SYNOPSIS.
Telepathy Defined. Mind Reading. The Ordinary
Methods.
Telepathic Experiments with Cards.
Reading. Unseen Names fastened in Sealed Enve
lopes. Ordinary Experiments. Thought transfer
ence. Communications at Close Quarters. Practical
Effect of Telepathy. Methods of thought transfer
ence.
Necessary training. Communications at
Long Distances. How to transmit Sentences, To
receive same. Passive Telepathy. How to Make
Absent People come to you by Thought Command.
How to Make them bring any Specified Object.
How to send Messages at Pre-arranged time. How
to Send Messages without any Agreement. Telep
athy in the Waking State. Telepathy in Natural
Sleep. Experiments in Projecting the Astral. How
to visit other pcopleduring Sleep. The Pineal Gland.
Eastern Methods. Concentration and Will Power.
Health treatments by Telepathy. Copper Appara
tus. How to Impress your Will upon others. Dis
tance Annihilated. Telepathy in Business. An In
valuable Faculty in Life Success. How to read all
Minds, etc., etc.

Price, $1.00, postage 5c (greenbacks accepted)
APOCALYPTIC PUBLISHING CO. (DEPT. N),
15 Tothill Street, London, S.W.

FOR MAN’S WELL-BEING, FAITH IS PROPERLY THE ONE THING NEEDED.—Carlyle
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FORM DOES NOT CONTAIN THE SPIRIT; IT IS ONLY THE OUTWARD EXPRESSION
—Franz Hatrmann.
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LOCAL ADVERTISING.
Please mention NOW when patronizing advertisers

H. B. WARD, Dentist,
3 Haight Street.

Phone Page 78.

W. C. SHEPARD, Attomey-at-Law,
San Francisco.

Murphy Bldg.,

ALVIN J. PURNELL, Tenor,
VOICE CULTURE.
117 S. 2d St., San Jose. 909 Polk St., San Francisco

ETHYL SIIITH, Scientific Palmist,
121HVi Haight street,

HcNEIL BROS.,
Priters and Publishers,
354-364 Hayes St., San Francisco.

San Francisco Rochdale
Co-Operative Grocery,
24th & Hampshire Sts. ’Phone Mission 244
Do you trade with our co-operative grocery?
If not, why not? Our prices wiU suit you.
Orders Solicited.
Goods delivered at any place in the city.
Out-of-town orders attended to.

San Francisco

THE GOOD NEWS.
Do you believe the Bible promi«es of healing, of pres
ent help, and deliverance from danger, disease and
death? In faith and works? In healthful, helpful,
Rractical religion? If so, subscribe for THE GOOD
BWS, 50c a year. Sample free.
Address
FRED DEEM,
Columbus, Kansas.

Millbrae - California Milk Co.

£Kin7J-Y Milk and Cream
Without preservatives or adulteration.
City Depot: Folsom and 21st St.,
’Phone Mission 359.
San Francisco, Cal.

Have you Faith in

PSYCHIC POWER
If so, consult any GOOD Psychic as to whether
an Investment in the Mines I represent will be of
value to you.

You will be Surprised
at what you will be told. Try it, if you
are eager to.................

HAKE MONEY
N W KLEYN-SCHOOREL

ROOM 020, 1312 MAUKFT ST.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF

WE BELIEVE IN PEOPLE WHO BELIEVE IN THEMSELVES.—Elbert Hubbard.
Digitized by

kjOOQle

I SAW THE MIRACLE OF LIFE
FROM DEATH UPSPRINGING EVERMORE.—John White Chadwick.
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Cards In this column, SO cents per month;
one-half, Inch; three months, $1.00.

Common Sense Advocate*

In writing to advertisers,please mention NOW.

Edited and Published by
ENGENE DEL MAR.

LULA M. COGLEY,

CHRISTIAN HEALER,
918 16th St., Oakland, Cal.

Rooms for Paticuts

WHERE OTHERS FAIL, I SUCCEED
In the treatment of many diseases and for Success.
Write for terms.
ESTBLLA B. GILLHAM,
213 Bnterprise Bldg.,
Denver, Colo.

PSYCHIC DEUNEATIONSJ»
Of character and futu re from the chirographical aura.
Send 12c and specimen of handwriting.
Hbnry RiCB, Graphologist, 1927 Madison Ave.,N.Y.
“LOVE’S MILLIONAIRE.” 30c. New Thought
Song. N. C. Page.,
“THREE LITTLE CHESTNUTS.” 30c. N. C. Page.
Nothing like it. Song for little ones and grown ups.
Both sent on receipt of 5Oc just to get acquainted.
K. M. Widmkr,
306 West 116th 8t.,
New York City, N. Y.

MUSIC—“The Figure-System, for Guitar,” price,
$2 .00. Any child can learn to play a piece in a few
hours. Your money back if you arc not satisfied.
1 also have valuable books for sale. Send stamp for
particulars.
Mrs. F. Daugherty,
910 E. 47 St., Los Angeles, Cal.

BOSTON IDEAS
61 ESSEX ST., BOSTON

Condensed news on all world topics. Special Dra
matic and Social correspondence, Masonic news,
folk lore, woman’s Interests, ere.

OUR LITERARY DEPARTMENT
is devoted to notice of the most important books and
magazines of the dav. The Psychic value of publi
cations specially considered.

TO AriATEUR WRITERS.
We will edit and publish in Boston Idbas, free of
charge, articles from such writers as arc animated
by distinct individual thought. We thus afford you
a field for definite development of conscious literary
vigor. Enclose stamps for possible return of manu
script to

BOSTON IDEAS,

91 Essex street, Boston.

Lack of Self-Confidence
Positively Cured by Yourself at Home
By means of PROF, L. A. VAUGHT’S

Successful Self-Confidence Guide
How much have you lost socially and financially for
want of self-confidence ? Do you want to cure your
self of this defect? Arb you in barnkst ?

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS.
Send 10c for a sample copy of HUMAN CULTURE.
If you want to know yourself and your talent, to
better your condition and be a positive success, this
Journal will point you the way. $1.00 a year.

Human Culture Company,
130 Dearborn street, Chicago Ill.

A monthly devoted to Mental and Physical
Science, clearly presenting the Principles of
Health and the Larger Life and defining the
methods of Attainment.
Subscription, $1.00 a year; foreign, $1.25;
Single copies, 10c.

P. 0. Box 1364-,

Denver, Colorado.

Power Through Self-Culture
Is the title of a series of lessons by Dr. P. Braun now
being published in The New Man, in company with
many other good things. Send 2-cent stamp for
sample copy, latest reduced prices of books, etc.

SELF CULTURE,
1409 N. 20th street,

Omaha, Nebraska.

WONDERFUL CURES
Through Psychic Forces j*

j*

I have something better to offer you than others.
I will take your case, no matter what or how seri
ous your disease, for $5.00. and if I fail to heal you
perfectly—you to be the sole judge—I will promptly
return every cent of it to you. Confidence In my
ability to heal is my reason for making this offer..
Editor “Occult Truth Sbkkbr,"
Lawrence, Kansas

Medical Talk
Is a monthly home magazine
that is bravely fighting the bat
tle against drugs. Its publisher
says:
“Medical Talk advocatcsnopartieularschool
of medicine, but tells the mothers and other
members of the family things they should
know. In fact, it is a magazine that should be
in the home of every family. It is more widely
quoted than any other of its kind.
“The food question, physical development, the
care of the body without the use of drugs, and
similar subjects, arc the leading topics treated
of every month by some of the most able writers
on these points. It is issued monthly at the
exceedingly low price of Fifty Cents a Year.”

COLUMBUS, OHIO.
Terms:

Medical Talk, One Year

GOD IS ANOTHER NAME FOR HUMAN INTELLIGENCE.-Channing.
Digitized by

Google

-

$ 50

ALL IS AN ENDLESS MANIFESTATION OF ONE ALLPREVADING CREATIVE POWER.
—John Fiske.
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Weltmer’s
Magazines
In its 3d year.

A Powerful New Thought
Exponent,
Non-Sectarian, Scientific, Progressive.

Edited by PROF. S. A. WELTMER.

Each copy contains an article from
his pen.
It is always full of practical, helpful
reading and is worth its weight in
gold to any truth-seeker.

SAMPLE COPY FREE, all requir
ed is your name and address on a pos
tal card. Address,

Weltmer’s Magazine,
NEVADA, MO.

SUGGESTION...............
Is a practical home magazine
devoted to suggestive thera
peutics, hypnotism, psychic
research, and the application
of the principles of the new
psychology for health, success
and happiness.
A postal brings a copy: $1 per year.

Herbert A. Parkyn, M. D., C. M.
EDITOR.

Suggestion Publishing Co.,
4052 Drexel Boulevard,
Chicago, III.

EVELYN ARTHUR SEE and
AGNES CHESTER SEE’S Publication.
This leading new thought journal, published at
Kalamazoo, Michigan, is just now commenc
ing a series of articles on The Delivered Life,
being an announcement of the way to escape
from the sense of the bondage of physical ex
perience.
Mr. and Mrs. See are now teaching this great
truth in Chicago and with the warmest interest
on the part of all those who have come to
know something on the Doctrine of Deliverance.
Their publication, The Higher Thought, is a Journal
of Realization, in truth, and Henry Wood say« of it:
" It is a refined and well conducted periodical, free
from egotism and crudity. There 1« a great educa
tional work to be done and The Higher Thought ia
a fitting channel."
The Higher Thought 1« a strictly high grade journal
In clear enunciation of the higher powers of man,
with one page especially as a Children’s Depart
ment. Quarto. Fifty cents a year.
Three Months’ Trial Ten Cents. Address

THE HIGHER THOUGHT,
(at present) 459 La Salle Ave., Chicago.

VTl’GKATH STATIONERY CO., wholesale and
retail Booksellers, Stationers and Engraver«,
newsdealers and subscription agents. 1308 Farnam
St., Omaha, Neb. “NOW” publications on «ale.

IT.se
WHAT IS IT?
A New Thoughter by an M. D.
IT will make you acquainted with your self.
IT is devoted to the evolution of the individual.
The two continued articles, “Revealed,” and
“Not Vibration but Revolution,” are exception
ally “hot stuff” and will be printed in book
form when concluded in IT. IT’S IT all right.
Monthly, $1 a year. Single copy, 10c.

G. Ralph Weston, M. D.,
128 California St., San Antonio, Texas

UNITY^e
Devoted to
Practical Christianity.
A 64-page monthly magazine.
$1.00 a year. Sample copy free.

Wee Wisdom^
The only metaphysical journal
published for children.
16 pages, monthly, 50c a year.

1315 McGee St.,

Kansas City, Mo.

"OPEN AIR” IS THE REAL GOSPEL OF OUR TIME.—Edward Everbtt Halb.
Digitized by

Google

ORDER IS BEAUTY! LAW IS LOVE.
CHILD-LIKE HIS WORLDS OBEY.-W. C. Gannett.
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The Essentials of Life.
Pute air and water; good, wholesome food; deep
breathing; exercise in the sunshine; a good bed; a
good conscience and not-afraid-of-an-idea. What
more do you want? Why, you want SOUNDVIEW,
the magazine that advocates such doctrine; the
little 4x6 that everybody is talking about. If you
haven’t seen it you ought to. It’s not an “organ,”
it’s a chunk of individual cosmos that gyrates tn no
set orbit. It is exponent of the “Society of Ever
greens, “composed of men-not-afraid-of-an-idea (and
women), an organization that encompasses all the
isms and ologies but Is tied to none.
A Special: —SOUNDVIEW till Tan. 1, 1905, and
both of Dr. J. H. Greer’s splendid Homb books; “A
Physician in the House," and ‘‘A Wholesome
Woman,” for only $2.50. Price of books alone is
$5.00.
Work Special:—SOUNDVIEW till Tan. 1, 1905,
and a copy of “Wildwood Philosophy” (the best
thing since Emerson’s “Nature”), by a West-Coast
Evergreen, a cloth bound book, for the price ot
SOUNDVIEW alone.
MOST SPECIAL:—SOUND VIEW for 6 months for
25 cents, just to give you a taste of the stuff (and
nonsense) we send out. You can spare two bits;
pungle pleasantly.
Regular price of SOUNDVIEW is $1.00 per vear,
10 cents the copy. On sale at newsstands. Address,
Boss Evbborben, Olalla, Wash., U. 8. A.
P. 8.—Don’t send stamps.
P. S. 2.—All these offers include membership in the
“Society of Evergreens.”

How We Master
Our Fate
Fourth Edition.
By URSULA N. GESTEFELD.
A series of articles, descriptive and explana
tory of human experience, and what we can
do to make it satisfactory. A vade mecum
for all.
Some of the Subjects Considered:

Living by Insight or by Outsight.—Where the
the Senses Belong.—The Originjof Evil.—Destiny
and Fate.—How to Care for the Body.—The
Law of Liberty.

It is full, complete, and it is our conviction that
no greater book has ever been written. Judged from
any standpoint the book Is an artistic piece of work;
judged merely by the fair intellect, it is a superb ex
position of truth.—Boston Ideas.

Price, 75 Cents, Postpaid.

The Gestefeld Publishing Co.,
194 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

^eELTKA, je
A Journal of Twentieth Century Psychology prac
tically applied to the Art of Living.
Edited by H. E. WRIGHT.
Eltka advocates Harmonious development—Phys
ical, Mental, and Spiritual—the ideal state which
gives peace, success, and happiness to all.
Every force, every form of energy, works through
law. No advance is possible but through conformity
to it. The principles of psychology underlie all hu
man growth. The natural world Ingrowth responds
to its highest possibilities unswervingly, eternally.
Hum^n growth follows the same process.
Eltka, in a simple, clear manner, tells of those
Laws of Nature upon which depend all human hapgness, health and prosperity.
ltka Is invaluable to all who are interested in
Psychical Research.
Send 25c for a six months trial subscription, to
THE WRIGHT CO., Publishers,
115 Marion street,
Corry, Penna.

Just Out! Holiday Books!
HOW TO COMMAND MONEY. Unique
method of Joseph M- Wade, a unique business
man. May be practiced by any man or woman.
Compiled by Mabel Gifford. Pocket size. 50c.
PRIVATE LETTER ON SEX-DEVELOP
MENT; how to prevent and repair waste and
establish physical and mental control. M.
Trueman. 30c. Letter size.
RESURRECTION OF ADAM AND EVE;
their “sin” and what came of it. Development
by Etheric Vibration. Mabel Gifford, D. L. S.
Letter size. 25c. The three for 90c.

M. GIFFORD, Publisher,

_____ 38 B. H. Ave., Mattapan, Boston, Mass.
THE YOUTH’S COMPANION In 1904
As the years increase The Youth’s Compan

endeavors to keep pace with them in all
that is wise, beautiful and progressive, and not
only to retain but to deserve the honorable and
exceptionally high place it holds in the confi
dence and affection of three generations of read
ers. The greatest living authors in all branches
of literature continue to contribute to it.
Among the important series of articles will be
one on the occupation of the farmer in many
parts of the world—in England, in Ireland, in
India, in Argentina, etc.
The annual Announcement Number of The
Companion, describing the principle features of
The Companion’s new volume, will be sent to
any address, Free.
The new subscriber for 1904 will recieve all the
issues of The Companion for the remaining
weeks of 1903 free from the time of subscribe
tion; also The CoMPANioNCALBNDERfor 1904,
lithographed in twelve colors and gold.
THE YOUTH’S COMPANION,
144 Berkeley Street,
Boston, Mass.
ion

The New Commonwealth
A HERALD OF SOCIALISM.

An able, literary and artistic
weekly paper, devoted to the
NEW DEMOCRACY, ECON
OMIC EMANCIPATION, SO
CIALISM, and standing for
the comradship of service, co
operation, each for all and all
for each.
No believer in the “Co-operative Common
wealth” or worker for the true civilization
should be without it. Edited and published by
G. E. LITTLEFIELD;
C. E. ORDWAY.

george williscooke, Associ’te editor

FIFTY CENTS A YEAR.
The New Commonwealth Press,
Westwood, Mass.

THOU ART OWN BROTHER TO THE EVERLASTING STARS.-Howard S. Taylor.
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Seven Books in One.
The bound volume of NOW for 1902 is a library in itself. No student
of the New Thought can afford not to have a copy. It contains in
spiration for every moment. Following is a summary of its contents:
"How I Won Success through Affirmation,” a
series of 12 Lessons by Henry Harrison Brown.
These are judged by experts to be the best les
sons yet put out on this subject and are simply
nucBLBss to any one.

"The Science of Mental Healing,” by Henry
Harrison Brown. This is the first attempt
made in the New Thought to place Mental
Healing upon the same scientific basis upon
which rests the Science and Art of Electricity,
Music and engineering. That the author is suc
cessful is testified to by the many who, during
he year, have so written to him.
Poems, by Henry Harrison Brown.
poems upon New Thought topics.

Twelve

Ranch Philosophy, by Sam Exton Foulds.
Poems in dialect upon New Thought, the only
onbs in existence.
A book of Affirmations by Henry Harrison
Brown. Psalms of Health, Joy, Peace, Con
tentment, etc., are here. They are mote valu
able for the Unfolding Soul than all the lore of
schoolmen.
Miscellaneous Selections. These make a most
valuable book since they have been selected
with care along the most scientific and advanc
ed lines of Mental Science.
Phenomena upon which Soul Culture is baaed.
Another most important contribution to the
data of New Thought.

These seven books and other valuable matter, comprising Vol. III. of
NOW, nicely and durably bound in cloth, will be sent postpaid for $2.

“NOW” FOLK,
1437 Market Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Style
and Fit
are a man’s first consideration when he is about to buy a suit.
Price is the next. We have studied both very closely, and
we are prepared to make you a first-class stylish suit to order
at cash prices on installments for

$1.00 per Week

NEUHAUS & CO.,
(incorporated)

MERCHANT
727 and 729 Market Street,

TAILORS,
San Francisco.
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